Documentary
Style
Package 1 $990
Ceremony (1hr max)

Package 2 $1390
Ceremony + 1hr Video Shoot after (2hrs max)

Package 3 $1,699
Bride Prep + Ceremony + Video Shoot after (3hrs max)

Package 4 $2,099
Ceremony + Video Shoot after
Reception for 3 hours (6hrs total max)

Package 5 $2,499
Bride Prep + Ceremony + Video Shoot after
Reception Extended for 4 hours (8hrs total max)

All packages include a Long edit video on USB
1 videographer, 2 cameras and 5 lapel microphones

Upgrades:
Aerial Video $350+

+ $449

Trailer

Groom Prep
$349

{Highlight}

VIDEOGRAPHY

raw footage $299

As seen on website

EST. 2006

3 DVDs $239

Upgrades: Trailer/Highlight + $449, Raw footage on USB $299, Aerial/Drone video from $350, 3 DVDs $239, 3 Blu
rays $339, Phone version $80, Bride Prep $349, Groom Prep $349, Express edit (1 week) $199, Guest Messages
$199, Reception extra time $150 per 30min, Additional editing $80ph

by Sunshine Coast Videography
mob: 0401 93 1080

email: sunshinecoastvideo@gmail.com

web: www.sunshinecoastvideo.com.au

PREMIUM
5990

by Jayden Toohey

$

Pre Wedding Shoot
Short Film (as on website)
Wedding Film (full length)
Groom & Bride Prep up to 10pm or 4hrs at RC
Motion & Time-lapse Package
1 High Definition USB Stick
up to 11hrs Coverage
Filmed by Jayden Toohey & an assistant videographer
Multiple camera shoot

Why Premium
It's all in the art!
Jayden spends more time planning & getting to know each couple resulting in a stunning cinematic
record of your special day. "We get to know the couple & use whatever equipment is necessary to
create the vision the couple is after". Jayden represents years of experience in wedding videography,
creating emotive and visually stunning films. His work has been displayed on Foxtel, Sony TV and more.
Jayden's style is candid resulting in natural shots where the couple feels comfortable. We use a range of
Hollywood style motion equipment to achieve the movie style shots everyone has come to love. Watch a
sample Short Films on our website to see what Premium is all about.
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